Parliamentary Government in England
he is a strong man, this he is certain to have if he is
persistent in his determination. For if objections to his
decisions are pressed, he can always resign his commis-
sion; and it is at least highly unlikely that the King will
push matters to this point. Not, indeed, that the opinions
of the monarch are without weight. Lord Derby did not
propose Lord Palmerston as Foreign Secretary in 1652
in view of the "well-known personal feelings of the
Queen.'* She was doubtful of the wisdom of appointing
Mr. Goschen to the Cabinet in  1866, and persuaded
Lord Russell to secure the acquiescence of his colleagues
in doing so. In 1868 she tried hard to prevent Lord
Clarendon from being appointed Foreign Secretary. She
tried,   in    1880,   to   make  the  appointment  of Mr.
Chamberlain subject to conditions. In 1886 she told Mr.
Gladstone, on the eve of the formation of Lis Cabinet,
that she would not accept the nomination of Sir Charles
Dilke; and in that same Cabinet she was successful in
preventing the appointment of Mr. Labouchere, and in
preventing Lord Ripon from going to the India Office. We
have no knowledge of later precedents, if there be any.
What is clear, at least, from tie evidence is that the royal
right to discuss appointments is fundamental, and that
the right to discuss will carry with it, at least in the period
for which the precedents are available, a considerable
influence in the determination of the distribution of
offices.
Just as the monarch has influence, so, also, inevitably
have the principal colleagues of the Prime Minister.
Theoretically, no doubt, the Prime Minister has an
unfettered discretion; "I have never known/1 said Mr.
Gladstone in 1882, "more than a friendly announcement
before publicity, and very partial consultations with one
or two, especially the leaders in the second House/* Even
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